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S1 White British Selection Scan and Analysis

Among the significant loci that we did not highlight in the main text, there are several genic loci
have biological significance.

Transcriptome-wide association studies (TWAS) suggest that gene expression at HERC6 is
associated with gout (p = 3.8 ⇥ 10�123) [1]. Epidemiological studies in the UK also have shown
that Wales, the geographic region associated with di↵erences in HERC6 allele frequencies, is among
the regions of the UK with the highest prevalence and incidence in the UK [2]. The specific variant
that is putatively under selection at this locus, rs112873858, does not appear to be significantly
associated with gout in the UK Biobank however (logistic regression p = 0.2395).

HERC2 (hect domain and RLD2), contains a single SNP in HERC2 that is a primary deter-
minant of light eye color in modern Europeans [3] and has been previously shown to be under
selection [4]. A number of other SNPs in the HERC2 locus have also been shown to be associated
with iris color [5]. In the UK Biobank, we find that the SNP with the most significant p-value in
HERC2, rs1129038, is associated with childhood sunburn occasions (p = 6⇥ 10�134) as well as skin
and hair pigmentation (p = 9.4⇥ 10�103) (Table S8,S9).

SKI is a proto-oncogene located at a region close to the p73 tumor suppressor gene [6]. It is
implicated in the TGF-� signaling pathway [7] and has been shown to play a role in a variety of
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cancers [6, 8]. However, our specific locus does not appear to be significantly associated with any
cancer in the UK Biobank.

Our combined selection statistic also resulted in an additional genic loci we did not highlight
in the main text. The AMPH locus is located in the gene that codes for the amphiphysin protein,
which is associated with the cytoplasmic surface of synaptic vesicles [9]. The gene is also implicated
in sti↵ person syndrome and breast cancer [9]; however we were unable to find any significant
associations with traits in the UK Biobank.

S2 Comparison of Selection Statistics

Several approaches have been previously proposed [10–12] to discovering signals of putative selection
based on PCA. These approaches look for variants with large di↵erences in alleles frequencies
between populations or individuals di↵erentiated along an axis (principal component). Typically,
the PCs correspond to population structure so that these methods correspond to tests for SNPs
that are not well described by the PCs. The proposed statistics attempt to detect SNPs as outliers
relative to the structure captured by either a single PC or the space spanned by k PCs. The
di↵erences across all these statistics arise from the statistical assumptions of the underlying model
of population structure.

[11] examines several statistics to rank SNPs based on the PC loadings and uses an outlier
approach to determine putative targets of selection. [10] formulates a hypothesis testing framework
to show that, under a model of drift, their proposed statistic for the k-th PC has a chi-squared
distribution with one degree of freedom. [12] employs a chi-squared Malahanobis distance distance
as a means of outlier detection after regressing each SNP by the k principal components.

Our proposed statistic is similar to the statistic proposed in [12] in its use of an outlier de-
tection approach, i.e., looking for SNPs that are not well-described by the first K PCs. To aid
interpretability, we further project the residual variance along each of the k PCs, in turn, to identify
the specific axes of variation along which the SNP tends to be an outlier.

S3 Time-scale of selection hits

To better understand the time-scale of the episode of selection that our proposed statistic is sensitive
to, we examined the estimated allelic ages of the mutations at the hits detected by our statistic. We
obtained estimates of allelic ages using the Human Genome Dating Atlas of Variant Age [13]. We
restricted our analysis to ages estimated from variants genotyped in the 1000 Genomes Project [14].
Further, the underlying method for estimating variant ages assumes that the alternate allele is the
derived allele. When this assumption is violated, the resulting estimates may not be valid. Thus,
we restricted our analysis to variants at which the alternate allele is the derived allele to obtain
a total of 42 variants (out of our initial list of 63 hits that are significant across each of the five
PCs as well as the combined statistic). The mean ages of these alleles was estimated to be around
11, 555 generations using the mutation clock, 18, 946 generations using the recombination clock,
and 19, 007 generations using the combined clock. However, there is substantial variation in the
allelic ages estimates. For eample, 17 of the variants have ages less than 5, 000 generations using
the combined clock.

We compared our allelic ages estimates to those of the hits from a recent work designed to
detect recent episodes of positive selection [15]. We restricted our analysis to the list of variants
from the UK10K with SDS scores > 4. This resulted in 1620 variants out of a total of 4, 451, 435
variants with SDS scores available (top 4 ⇥ 10�4 of the SDS scores). We then used the allelic
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ages for each of these variants available from the Human Genome Dating Atlas again restricting
our analysis to those variants where the alternate allele matches the derived allele yielding a list
of 920 variants. The mean ages for these variants are approximately 7, 620 generations (mutation
clock), 12, 471 generations (recombination clock), and 11, 944 generations (combined clock). We
note that there is considerable variation in the ages across variants. Figure S9 shows that the
variants identified by the SDS statistic tend to younger on average than those from our statistic
(mean age of 12, 471 generations for SDS vs 18, 700 for our statistic). This di↵erence is nominally
statistically significant using a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test (p = 0.002,0.001, and 8 ⇥ 10�4 for
each of the mutation, recombination, and combined clocks). We caution however that the hits in
each of the lists are unlikely to be statistically independent (for example, there are multiple variants
that are present in the LCT locus). Further, there is considerable uncertainty associated with the
age of these variants and a more careful analysis would need to account for this uncertainty.

S4 Application of ProPCA to missing data

S4.1 PCA with Missing Data

The use of a probabilistic model allows for handling missing entries in the genotype matrix. We
assume that the genotype data is missing at random (MAR) [16], i.e., the missingness depends
only on the other observed values. We partition the observed data G into observed and unobserved
entries. In the missing data setting, the observation model becomes:

gi|xi, ✏i = µ+Cxi + ✏i (1)

Here µ is a length m vector denoting the mean genotype vector. Unlike the fully observed setting
where the maximum likelihood estimate of µ is equal to the sample mean g, in the missing data
setting, we need to estimate µ within the EM algorithm.

O = { (i, j) | gij is observed },

Oj = { i | (i, j) 2 O },

Oi = { j | (i, j) 2 O },

xj = j
th

column of X,

ci = i
th

row of C written as a column,

µi = the mean of gij where j 2 Oi

S4.2 EM for PCA with Missing Data

E Step: xj = (
X

i2Oj

cic
T

i )
�1

X

i2Oj

ci(yij � µi) (2)

M Step: ci = (
X

j2Oi

xjx
T

j )
�1

X

j2Oi

(yij � µi)xj (3)

µi =
1

|Oi|

X

j2Oi

(gij � cTi xj) (4)

Using the same ideas of the Mailman algorithm, the EM algorithm for missing data has a running
time of O( nmk

max(log3 n,log3 m) +nmissingk
2) per iteration. Since the percentage of missing data is quite

low, we can use the probabilistic model to e�ciently handle missing data.
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We evaluated the e↵ectiveness of this extended model using simulated genotypes with missing
data (Figure S11). We compared the accuracy of the PCs estimated using the extended model to
the PCs estimated by running the EM algorithm on genotype data that was imputed through a
random draw from a binomial distribution parameterized by the allele frequencies.

We simulated ten sets of complete genotypes with 50,000 SNPs and 10,000 individuals from
5 and 10 populations, each at di↵ering FST levels from 0.001 to 0.01 at intervals of 0.001. We
simulated missing data by randomly removing 5% and 20% of the genotypes. To estimate the
variance of our method, we averaged over 10 datasets.

For each method tested, we computed the MEV between the PCs inferred from the missing
data and the PCs computed by applying SVD to the original genotype data with no missing
values. Figure S11 shows that the PCs inferred from the ProPCA implementation that explicitly
handles missing data are more accurate than the PCs computed by running ProPCA on imputed
genotypes (Figure S11a, S11b). Furthermore, we see that ProPCA can infer PCs comparable to
running mean imputation followed by a full SVD (Figure S11c).

S5 Implementation details

Application of the Mailman algorithm to the EM algorithm For a genotype matrix G

where m > dlog3(n)e, we partition G =
�
GT

1 . . .GT
B

�T
into B = d

m

log3(n)
e sub-matrices each of size

dlog3(n)⇥ ne and decompose each Gb = UnP b.
The M-step (Equation 5) requires computing G↵ for k distinct vectors ↵. We compute G↵ =0

BBB@

G1↵
G2↵
...

GB↵

1

CCCA
. Since each of the products Gb↵, b 2 {1, . . . , B} can be computed in O(n) operations

(given Un, and P b), the entire matrix-vector product G↵ can be computed in O( nm

log3(n)
) time.

The E-step (Equation 4) requires computing �TG for k distinct vectors �. We compute this
product as

P
B

b=1 �
T
b
Gb in O( nm

log3(n)
) time where each term in the sum is computed using our novel

variant of the Mailman algorithm.

Likelihood Computation To check for convergence, we need to compute the likelihood of the
parameters in each iteration of the EM algorithm which is equivalent to the computing the squared
Frobenius norm of the error matrix, i.e., ||Y �CX||

2
F
.

||Y �CX||
2
F = tr[ (Y �CX)(Y �CX)T ]

= �2tr(YTCX) + tr(XTCTCX) + const

Let Z = CTY . Z and X are k ⇥ n matrices so that the first term in the sum above (tr(ZTX))
can be computed in O(nk) time. Z can be computed in O( nmk

max(log3(n),log3(m)) using the Mailman

algorithm. Thus, the likelihood can be computed in O( nmk

max(log3(n),log3(m) + nk).

We note that the columns of the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of C do not correspond
to the principal components of Y but instead span the principal subspace of the top k eigenvectors
of Y. We can orthogonalize the matrix C to obtain the principal components in time O(mk

2),
using e.g., the Q-R decomposition.
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E�cient implementation of the Mailman algorithm There are several considerations in
an e�cient practical implementation of the Mailman algorithm. While the multiplication with
the U matrix is obtained by a recursion, we convert this into an iterative algorithm. Another
important factor arises from the fact that the Mailman algorithm needs access to elements in the
input vector that are not necessarily located in consecutive memory addresses. This can lead to
frequent cache misses that can substantially reduce the e�ciency of the implementation. To get
around this limitation, we implemented a batched version of the Mailman algorithm. This version
uses the idea that typically we need to multiply more than one vector at a time, e.g., we often need
to compute k = 5 PCs. Our implementation operates on the batch of input vectors at a time using
the resulting locality among the input vectors. We use a default batch size of 10 although other
batch sizes could also be used.

Memory considerations In the mailman algorithm, the matrix Un is only used implicitly and
need not be stored. The P matrix has the property that each column has exactly one entry that
is one while all the other entries are zero. P can be stored as a length n vector p indicating the
locations of the one entry in each column of P . Since each element of the p vector is an integer, such
that pi 2 [1, n], i 2 {1, . . . , n}, we can store p in dlog2(n)e bits. This can be e�ciently represented by
storing 2 or more elements of p in a single four byte integer. The storing and retrieval of an element
can be performed by bit operations which increase the computational complexity moderately while
reducing the memory requirements considerably.

S6 Novel variant of the Mailman algorithm for left multiplication

The EM algorithm requires alternate left and right multiplication of genotype matrix G in the E-
and M-steps respectively. One approach to using the Mailman algorithm for each step consists of
partitioning G along the columns and the rows respectively followed by computing decompositions
of each of the resulting sub-matrices. This approach, however, doubles the memory requirement of
the resulting algorithm. Instead, we propose a variant of the Mailman algorithm for left multipli-
cation of a matrix with a vector that uses the same decomposition as for right multiplication.

Recall that for right multiplication, we would like to compute c = Ab for an arbitrary real-
valued vector b and a m ⇥ n matrix A whose entries take values in {0, 1, 2}. We assume that
m = dlog3(n)e. The Mailman algorithm decomposes A as A = UmP . Here Um is the m ⇥ m0

matrix whose columns containing all m0 = 3m possible vectors over {0, 1, 2} of length m. P is a

m0 ⇥ n matrix. We set an entry Pi,j to 1 if column j of A matches column i of Um: A
(j) = U

(i)
m .

All other entries of P are set to zero. The decomposition of any matrix A into Um and P can be
done in O(nm) time. Given this decomposition, the desired product c is computed in two steps,
each of which has O(n) time complexity [17]:

d = Pb, c = Umd

We now describe an algorithm to compute fT = eTA using the same decomposition A = UmP .
As in the setting of right multiplication, this algorithm proceeds in two steps:

gT = eTUm, fT = gTP

For the first step, we have:

gT = eTUm =
�
e1 eT2:m

�✓ 0T3m�1 1T3m�1 2T3m�1

Um�1 Um�1 Um�1

◆

=
�
eT2:mUm�1 e113m�1 + eT2:mUm�1 e12T3m�1 + eT2:mUm�1

�
(5)
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Here e1 is the first element of e and eT2:m is a vector of length m� 1 consisting of elements 2 to
m of vector e.

This gives us a recursive algorithm to compute g with base case :

emU1 = em

�
0 1 2

�

=
�
0 em 2em

�
(6)

The time complexity of this algorithm is given by T (m)  3m + T (m � 1)  3m+1 = 3 ⇥

3dlog3(n)e = O(n).
For the second step, note that each column of P has exactly one non-zero entry (with value

equal to one). Thus, each entry of f can be computed in constant time so that f can be computed
in O(3m) = O(n) time.

Thus, the total time complexity of computing f is O(n) instead of O(n log3(n)) using naive
matrix-vector multiplication.

For a general matrixA wherem > dlog3(n)e, we partitionA =

0

BBB@

A1

A2
...

AB

1

CCCA
into B = d

m

log3(n)
e sub-

matrices each of size dlog3(n)⇥ ne and decompose each Ab = UnP b. To now compute fT = eTA,
we compute

P
B

b=1 e
T
b
Ab. Each product can be computed in O(n) time so that f can be computed

in O( nm

log3(n)
).

S7 Convergence of ProPCA in the noiseless setting

There are several techniques to analyze the convergence properties of ProPCA. Under the as-
sumption that the linear Gaussian model is true, convergence results of the EM algorithm can be
invoked [18]. An alternate view of convergence in the setting where �2

! 0 arises from viewing the
EM updates as mathematically equivalent to alternating least squares [19]. In this view, we can
show that the spectral norm of the reconstruction error, i.e., the error between the data matrix Y
and its rank-k approximation CX, decreases to the optimal value at a rate that is exponential in
the number of iterations. Our arguments follow from a combination of previous theoretical results.

The range of the matrix C(t) obtained at the end of iteration t of the EM algorithm is the

same as the range of the matrix Y Y Tt
C0 (Theorem 5 of Szlam et al. 2017). Setting C0 = Y ⌦

where ⌦ where ⌦ is a n ⇥ l matrix (l = 2k) with entries drawn independently from a stan-
dard normal distribution. Let Q(t) denote the orthonormal basis for the range of C(t). Then

E
h
kY �Q(t)Q(t)TY

i
k  (1 + ↵)

1
2t+1�k+1 (Corollary 10.10 of Halko et al., 2009). Here �k+1 is the

(k + 1)st largest singular value of Y and ↵ is a constant that depends on the m,n and k.

S8 Exploring the contribution of the Mailman algorithm to scal-
ability

To explore the contribution of the Mailman algorithm to the scalability, we explored variants of
the EM algorithm underlying ProPCA that di↵er in the implementation of the core genotype
matrix-vector multiplication. In addition to the Mailman algorithm for genotype matrix-vector
multiplication (EM-Mailman), we considered an implementation where the genotypes are stored as
a matrix of doubles using the Eigen matrix library [20] (EM1) as well as another implementation
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where the genotypes are stored in a compact representation in which each genotype is represented
using two bits (EM2). The representation in EM2 is expected to be memory-e�cient relative to
EM1. However, since EM1 represents genotypes directly as a matrix object in Eigen, we expect
EM1 to be computationally more e�cient. Figure S12 supports this intuition. EM1 could only be
applied to sample sizes of up to 70, 000 before reaching our memory limit. While EM2 can run
sample sizes up to 1, 000, 000, it is more than two orders of magnitude slower than EM-Mailman.
While EM1 is substantially faster, EM-Mailman is about three times faster. We expect that,
even if memory were not a constraint, the Mailman algorithm would remain faster than the basic
EM algorithm. We note that the Mailman algorithm is only 3-4 times faster than the basic EM
algorithm instead of the log factor predicted by theory. We suspect that a reason for this gap
is that the Mailman algorithm, as implemented, has not been optimized for specific computing
architectures unlike standard matrix algorithms.
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